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About us
Botton + Gardiner is an industry leading supplier of commercial 
furniture and waste solutions for public spaces. 

Botton + Gardiner’s extensive inhouse design and manufacture capabilities, 
paired with a specialist subcontractor network, delivers high quality, 
innovative furniture to improve public space and stand the test of time. 
From humble beginnings in 1995, our core ethos is built on using durable, 
sustainable materials and a foundation of Australian manufacturing. 

Today Botton + Gardiner’s expertise gives us the ability to tackle large scale, 
custom and complex public space projects with finesse and professionalism.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Rounded rectangle: 2x 50L and 1x 65L galvanised steel liners 
Rounded square: 4x 32L galvanised steel liners

FINISHES

Body: satin polished stainless steel sealed with an anti-graffiti treatment 
or powdercoated galvanised steel
Chute: powdercoated to align compartment and waste allocation,  
e.g. yellow for recycling
Powdercoat colours: select from Metalco’s extensive range

FEATURES

Hinged lid with gas lift assist ensures easy removal of liners
Signage includes vinyl decals which are ideal for customising at low cost,  
ideal for small quantities and replaceable
Text colours coordinated to chute colours

OPTIONS Customised wording on the signage to suit your waste channels,  
both body and lid decals to match

WARRANTY 2 years

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed (by request) 

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Italy | 12–14 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Aero
LITTER BIN

Designed by Metalco

The efficient Aero Litter bin is designed 
for categorising and recycling waste in 
a space efficient and unique footprint. 

With various finish and signage options 
available, Aero can be easily personalised 

to suit your site. The gas assisted lid is 
smooth opening and convenient. The 

outer shell has minimal joins, making it 
easy to clean and maintain hygiene.

9
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY
Single: 90L polyethylene liner (internal use) or 55L galvanised steel liner (external use) 
Double: 1x 30L, 1x 60L galvanised steel liner
Triple: 3x 40L galvanised steel liners

FINISHES

Body: EXTERNAL USE – sustainable oiled hardwood battens – sustainably 
sourced Mixed Red, Blackbutt or Spotted Gum | INTERNAL USE – lacquered Vic 
Ash in rectangle, bump or flute shape battens
Lid: 3mm stainless steel 
Skirting: stainless steel 

FEATURES
Ability to manage recycling by splitting waste streams
Chutes act as limiters to signal recycling and save labour in sorting
Lid signage clearly recognisable for customers

WARRANTY 5 years 

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed 

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 5–9 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Avoca
LITTER BIN

The reuleaux triangle shaped Avoca Litter 
Bin has a friendly and welcoming demeanour 

that gives it a relaxed fit with any space. 
Equally at home indoors or outdoors, the 

shape cleverly allows for the option of 
single, dual or triple waste channels inside 
a single compact footprint. Clear signage 

is easily recognisable by customers and 
saves labour in waste management.

11
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single: 80L wheelie bin | Double: 2x 80L wheelie bins
See the Bin Enclosure section for info on the large volume 120L + 240L sizes

FINISHES

Body + chute: powdercoated, zinc primed steel 
Door + back panel: sustainable oiled hardwood or DuraSlat™ battens, v-grooved 
compact laminate, or perforated powdercoated steel 
Perforated designs: Dash or Speckle 
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

A double capacity for splitting your waste streams and managing recycling easily 
at the source | Easily understood and visible vinyl signage on the double bin doors 
for efficient waste sorting by customers | Bondi is available in a litter bin, wheelie 
bin enclosure and foodcourt bin station options for coordination across your entire 
project | Suitable for external and streetscape usage | Compression lock tightens 
with a turn of the key and prevents rattling noise

OPTIONS

Add extra vinyl decals to the back of the bin for 360° visibility in walkways and 
open plazas | Customise your vinyl signage to represent your brand colours or 
waste management system | Bondi is locally made and customisable to your 
requirements, call us on 1300 762 702 to discuss your ideas

WARRANTY 5 years 

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed 

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 6–8 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Bondi 80L
LITTER BIN

The popular Bondi is now available in a compact 
80L litter bin size. With it’s beautiful contrast 

in materials and elegantly curved top corners, 
the Bondi will easily win your heart. With new 

panel designs, more body colours, double sizes 
for recycling, usable inside or out, and 100% 

Australian made, Bondi is a designer’s dream.

13
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single: 80L wheelie bin | Double: 2x 80L wheelie bins 
See the Bin Enclosure section for info on the large volume 120L + 240L sizes

FINISHES

Body: powdercoated, zinc primed steel
Door + back panel: sustainable oiled hardwood or DuraSlat™ battens, v-grooved 
compact laminate, or perforated powdercoated steel
Perforated designs: Dash or Speckle
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

A double capacity for splitting your waste streams and managing recycling easily 
at the source | Easily understood and visible vinyl signage on the double bin doors 
for efficient waste sorting by customers | Bondi is available in an 80L litter bin size, 
or see the Bin Enclosure section for the large volume 120L + 240L sizes | Ideal for 
covered indoor and outdoor high traffic locations | Compression lock tightens with 
a turn of the key and prevents rattling noise

OPTIONS

Add extra vinyl decals to the back of the bin for 360° visibility in walkways and 
open plazas | Customise your vinyl signage to represent your brand colours 
or waste management system | Bondi is locally made and customisable to your 
requirements, call us on 1300 762 702 to discuss your ideas

WARRANTY 5 years 

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed 

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 6–8 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Bondi 80L 
Capsule

LITTER BIN

Our best selling Bondi bin is now available in 
a hood-free capsule shape ideal for interior 

projects. With no hood top or chute edges for 
customers to place rubbish, the streamline Bondi 
Capsule keeps everything tidy. Available in three 
sizes – 80L, 120L or 240L and a double capacity 

for recycling, Bondi Capsule is your solution 
for high volume, indoor commercial spaces.

15
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 60L galvanised steel liner

FINISHES
Bin body: precast concrete with a Velluto finish, available in white, grey and 
dark grey
Hinging lid: stainless steel 

FEATURES
Lock + key for security
A hinged lid acts as a deterrent to vandalism 
Eyebolts included as an aid for placement via adequate lifting equipment

OPTIONS Transparent anti-graffiti treatment to the concrete body to assist with ease 
of cleaning graffiti

WARRANTY 2 years

FIXING Surface fixed 

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Italy | 12–14 weeks

DELIVERY Botte weighs 400kg and will require a forklift to take delivery of palletised goods

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Botte
LITTER BIN

Designed by Metalco

It is hard to bypass the voluptuous form of the Botte 
Litter Bin. Luxuriously formed from concrete, Botte 
comes with eyebolts for easy lifting into its forever 

home. Optional anti-graffiti for ease of maintenance 
in public spaces. Add wow factor when clients visit.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single: two sizes available – equipped with sliding garbage bag holder

FINISHES

Bin body: robust 6mm powdercoated mild steel
Door and back panels: WOOD – oiled hardwood battens | LINE – powdercoated 
mild steel rods | IRON – powdercoated mild steel with circular perforations 
Powdercoat colours: select from Metalco’s extensive range

FEATURES
The door secures with a slam lock, accessible on the right side of the unit
The elegant rounded corners on the top and base give Boxwood its elegance 
Suitable for external and streetscape use

WARRANTY 2 years

FIXING Surface fixed [fixing recommended for this item]

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Italy | 12–14 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Boxwood
LITTER BIN

Designed by Metalco

A crowd favourite, the Boxwood Litter Bin elegantly 
balances the door texture against a smooth 

outer shell. Keep the flow of your spaces with the 
same bin inside and out. Available in three door 

designs, and 60L or 85L size options, this flexible 
bin will be a feature wherever it is installed.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 80L polyethylene liner – interior use | 55L galvanised steel liner – external use 

FINISHES

Body: EXTERNAL USE – DuraSlat™ or oiled hardwood battens – sustainably 
sourced Mixed Red, Blackbutt or Spotted Gum | INTERNAL USE – lacquered Vic 
Ash battens
Base: polyethylene base protects floor from scratching with stainless steel skirting
Loose concave lid: spun stainless steel
Bump rail: stainless steel

FEATURES

DuraSlat™ is a great low maintenance, wood-look option without the hassle of 
oiling | The bump rail is tried and tested to protect your bins from trolley impact 
in shopping centres | A loose, non-marking plinth is easy to use and flexibly move 
around without scratching or damaging your floors | Loose Convex lid available for 
partially exposed locations to assist with water shedding | The galvanised liner has 
drainage holes for rain runoff and won’t melt if lit cigarette butts are accidentally 
thrown into the bin | Various lid configurations available to suit a multitude of 
specific location requirements, call us on 1300 762 701 to discuss your options

OPTIONS
Vinyl decals can be applied to the spun lid if you want to pair two bins together for 
splitting your recycling | You can order Bronte without the bump rail for locations 
without trolleys and a more streamline look

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 3–4 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Bronte
LITTER BIN

An enduring classic, the warmth of timber battens 
and functional features of Bronte makes it a timeless 

favourite. The hygienic stainless steel lid is easy 
to wipe over, the spun form has softened edges 
for safety, and the gently sloped chute ensures 

waste doesn’t accumulate on the top of the bin. 
Add a non-scratching plinth and a bump rail set 
at the perfect height to reduce impact damage 

from trolleys and it’s clear to see why Bronte has 
been used in shopping centres for over 20 years.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 55L galvanised steel liner

FINISHES
Body: sustainable oiled hardwood timber or DuraSlat™ battens
Hinged Convex Lid: spun stainless steel
Pacific Hood + locking tab: stainless steel [padlock not included]

FEATURES

The convex lid is hinged to deter lost parts, vandalism or theft of the lid and easier 
emptying | DuraSlat™ is a great low maintenance, wood-look option without the 
hassle of oiling | The post base is a sturdy, durable streetscape design – resistant 
to vandalism by force, a small footprint reduces rubbish accumulating around the 
base and it’s easy to install using the same method as your streetscape furniture | 
The galvanised liners has drainage holes for rain runoff and won’t melt if lit 
cigarette butts are accidentally thrown into the bin

OPTIONS
The optional Pacific Hood deters wildlife and dumping of bags of waste  
in public bins, protects from rain, and the locking tab adds security against 
damage from vandalism

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface or sub-surface post fixed [core hole fixing available on request]

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 4–6 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Bronte Post
LITTER BIN

The streetscape version of an enduring classic, 
Bronte Post Bin brings welcoming vibes to the 

streets. The spun form of the stainless steel lid has 
softened edges for safety and the convex peak 

sheds waters to prevent your bin filling with rain. 
The hood deters scavenging wildlife and locks 

for security. With the option of low maintenance, 
wood-look battens and functionality designed 

for the harsh Australian outdoors, Bronte has 
your back with minimal fuss for years to come.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 90L polyethylene liner 

FINISHES Body + lid: 304 grade stainless steel, satin polished
Plinth: black polyethylene

FEATURES

Concave lid with 200mm dia opening to assist with directing waste into the liner |  
A loose, non-marking plinth is easy to use and flexibly move around without 
scratching or damaging your floors | The smooth stainless body and spun lid are 
easy to clean and hygienic | The spun form of the stainless steel lid has softened 
edges for safety

OPTIONS
Vinyl decals can be applied to the spun lid or body if you want to pair two bins 
together for splitting your recycling | Optional convex lid available with a smaller 
chute if you wanted to designate a bin as recycling 

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 3–4 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Byron
LITTER BIN

Byron is a durable, functional and cost-effective bin. 
A classic commercial bin style, the smooth stainless 

steel body and spun lid are easy to clean down, 
keeping your interiors hygienic. For a no fuss solution 
that won’t break the bank, look no further than Byron.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 55L galvanised steel liner

FINISHES

Body: cutout perforations, optional powdercoated or galvanised finish 
Perforation designs: Line, Twig or Tide
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour
Hinged convex lid: spun stainless steel
Pacific hood + locking tab: stainless steel [padlock not included]

FEATURES

The convex lid is hinged to deter lost parts, vandalism or theft of the lid and easier 
emptying | The post base is a sturdy, durable streetscape design – resistant to 
vandalism by force, a small footprint reduces rubbish accumulating around the 
base and it’s easy to install using the same method as your streetscape furniture | 
The galvanised liner has drainage holes for rain runoff and won’t melt if lit 
cigarette butts are accidentally thrown into the bin | The perforated body not only 
casts funky shadowing and peeks through to the galvanised liner finish, it deters 
marker vandalism 

OPTIONS
The optional Pacific Hood deters wildlife and dumping of bags of waste in public 
bins, protects from rain, and the locking tab adds security against damage from 
vandalism | Optional loose convex lid available for secure locations 

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface or sub-surface post fixed [core hole fixing available on request]

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 4–6 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Coogee
LITTER BIN

The Coogee is a robust streetscape bin, capable 
of handling the demanding nature of roadside use. 

The perforated designs not only create a design 
feature and contrast to the galvanised inner liner, 

the broken surface deters marker graffiti. The spun 
form of the stainless steel lid has softened edges for 
safety and the convex peak sheds water to prevent 

your bin filling with rain. Plus an optional hood 
deters scavenging wildlife and locks for security.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY
Single: 90 L polyethylene liner 
Double: 1x 30L, 1x 60L galvanised steel liner
Triple: 3x 40L galvanised steel liners

FINISHES 

Body: Corian© solid surface, select from their wide range of plain and 
organic colours
Lid: Corian© solid surface to match the bin body or 3mm stainless steel 
Base: polyethylene base protects floor from scratching with stainless steel skirting

FEATURES

Ability to manage recycling by splitting waste streams | Chutes act as limiters 
to signal recycling and save labour in sorting | Clear vinyl signage on the double 
and triple bins is easily recognisable by customers and saves labour in waste 
management | A loose, non-marking plinth is easy to use and flexibly move around 
without scratching or damaging your floors

OPTIONS Customise the standard vinyl decals to your brand colours and waste channels 

WARRANTY 5 years 

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed 

INDICATIVE 
LEAD TIME Made in Australia | 5–6 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Corindi
LITTER BIN

The seamless solution to multiple recycling 
demands, Corindi epitomises the very concept 
‘less is more’. The reuleax shape cleverly allows 

for the option of single, dual or triple waste 
channels inside a single compact footprint. 

Add a seamless Corian© body in a wide array of 
organic colours and you have a germ resistant 

and stylish bin flexible to your needs. 
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single: 90L polyethylene liner | Double: 2x 90L polyethylene liners
Triple: 1x 65L, 2x 45L galvanised steel liners

FINISHES
Body: Corian© solid surface, select from their wide range of plain and organic colours
Lid: Corian© solid surface to match the bin body or 3mm stainless steel 
Base: stainless steel

FEATURES

Manage recycling by splitting your waste streams | Chutes act as limiters to signal 
recycling and save labour in sorting | Clear vinyl signage on the double and triple 
bins is easily recognisable by customers and saves labour in waste management 
| Vinyl decals can be removed and replaced in future for changes to waste 
streams | Clear bumpers to the Corian double lid soften opening and protect your 
lid surfaces | Gas struts on the triple lid safely and easily assist opening the bin 
for staff to replace bin bags | Double size has a hinged lid which folds for easy 
removal of the liners

OPTIONS
Customise the standard vinyl decals to your brand colours and waste channels 
| Engraved enamel fill signage is a hard wearing, long term option for heavy 
traffic areas

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 6–8 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Cottesloe
LITTER BIN

Cottesloe is a beautifully unpretentious 
bin that will blend harmoniously into any 

space. Available in single, double and triple 
capacities, manage your recycling channels 

in style. Staff will safely and easily empty 
the bins using either the folding central 

hinge on the double or gas assisted lift on 
the triple. Add a seamless Corian© body 

in a wide array of organic colours and you 
have a germ resistant bin with wow factor.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 65L black rotomoulded polyethylene liner 

FINISHES

Bin body: sustainable oiled hardwood timber or DuraSlat™ battens
Base: corrosion resistant black polyethylene
Hood: powdercoated cast aluminium
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES Aluminium hood shields the chute from weather and birds
Lid hinging mechanism allows for easy rubbish removal

WARRANTY 2 years

FIXING Freestanding [installer to fill the polyethylene base with concrete for stability] 
or base is pre-drilled for surface fixing

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME

Made in Australia with imported components | 5–6 weeks (lead time may vary, 
check prior to ordering)

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

FGP
LITTER BIN

Designed by Landscape Forms

It might be designed for external use, but the 
FGP Litter Bin is so beautiful you won’t be able 
to leave it outside. Right on the cutting edge of 

contemporary design, this Landscape Forms 
product will refresh any space it graces.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single: 90L polyethylene liner
Double: 2x 90L polyethylene liners

FINISHES

Body: galvanised steel powdercoated or satin polished stainless steel
Lid: 3mm stainless steel, powdercoated or satin polished
Plinth: stainless steel with floor protection
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

Double size has a hinged lid which folds for easy removal of the liners | Clear 
bumpers to the double lid top soften opening and protect your lid surfaces from 
impact damage | Manage recycling by splitting your waste streams | Chutes act as 
limiters to signal recycling and save labour in sorting | Clear vinyl signage on the 
double bins is easily recognisable by customers at point of disposal | Vinyl decals 
can be removed and replaced in future for changes to waste streams

OPTIONS Customise the standard vinyl decals to your brand colours and waste channels

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 5–6 weeks 

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Fremantle
LITTER BIN

Fremantle is the ultimate chameleon. Simple 
and contemporary, the no-fuss form can 
be dressed up with textured or metallic 

powdercoats or kept basic to blend into your 
interiors. Smooth volumes gives Fremantle 
it’s cutting edge look and ensures it’s easy 
to wipe down. Get the job done at a price 

point your wallet will thank you for.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 60L galvanised steel liner 

FINISHES
Bin body: precast concrete with a velluto finish, available in white, grey and 
dark grey
Hinging lid: stainless steel 

FEATURES Lock + key for security | A hinged lid acts as a deterrent to vandalism | 
Eyebolts included as an aid for placement via adequate lifting equipment

OPTIONS Transparent anti-graffiti treatment to the concrete body to assist with ease 
of cleaning graffiti

WARRANTY 2 years

FIXING Surface fixed (or custom stainless steel base available for freestanding use)

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Italy | 12–14 weeks

DELIVERY Gavitello weighs 340kg and will require a forklift to take delivery  
of palletised goods

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Gavitello
LITTER BIN

Designed by Metalco

With its elegant tapering, the contemporary 
Gavitello Litter Bin oozes sophistication. The 
concrete form visually ties into public space 

exteriors, plus the anti-graffiti option with 
the smooth surface is easy to maintain and 

clean down. Gavitello comes with eyebolts for 
easy lifting into its forever home. An iconic 

bin that will leave an impression.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY
Single: 90L polyethylene liner (internal use) or 55L galvanised steel liner (external 
use) | Double: 2x 90L polyethylene liners (internal use) or 2x 55L galvanised steel 
liners (external use) | Triple: 1x 65L, 2x 45L galvanised steel liners

FINISHES

Body: EXTERNAL USE – oiled hardwood battens – sustainably sourced Mixed Red, 
Blackbutt or Spotted Gum | INTERNAL USE – lacquered Vic Ash in rectangle, 
bump or flute shape battens
Lid: 3mm stainless steel
Skirting: stainless steel

FEATURES

Manage recycling by splitting your waste streams | Chutes act as limiters to signal 
recycling and save labour in sorting | Bright vinyl signage on the double and triple 
bins is easily recognisable by customers at point of disposal | Vinyl decals can be 
removed and replaced in future for changes to waste streams | Double size has 
a hinged lid which folds for easy removal of the liners | Gas struts on the triple lid 
safely and easily assist opening the bin for staff to replace bin bags

OPTIONS

Customise the standard vinyl decals to your brand colours and waste channels | 
Engraved enamel fill signage is a hard wearing, long term option for heavy traffic 
areas | For volume projects we are able to customise the timber species, contact 
us with your project information 

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed 

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 6–9 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Mandalay
LITTER BIN

Channelling the enduring beauty and warmth 
of hardwood, and it’s versatility inside and out, 

Mandalay is an instant favourite. Available in single, 
double and triple capacities, manage your recycling 

channels in style. Staff will safely and easily empty 
the bins using either the folding central hinge on the 

double or gas assisted lift on the triple. Mandalay 
welcomes people with vitality in any space.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single: 90L polyethylene liner | Double: 2x 90L polyethylene liners

FINISHES

Body: laminate, or powdercoated galvanised steel
Lid: spun stainless steel, satin polished
Bump rail and skirting: stainless steel with floor protectors
Laminate colours: choose from our preselected Laminex colours or custom  
specify your own
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

Manage recycling by splitting your waste streams | If you want dual recycling and 
garbage waste collection we recommend having one convex 100mm chute to visually 
cue to customers the recycling side at point of disposal | Double size has a folding 
hinged lid for easy removal of the liners | Bright vinyl signage on the double bins is 
easily recognisable by customers and saves labour in sorting waste | Vinyl decals 
can be removed and replaced in future for changes to waste streams | Durable spun 
stainless steel lid for hard use environments with softened edges for safety

OPTIONS

Opt to have both chutes as concave (with 200mm dia openings) if you require 
double general waste channels | Customise the standard vinyl decals to your 
brand colours and waste channels | Opt to add vinyl decals to your single bins for 
extra branding or designating a bin as recycling | Engraved enamel fill signage is 
a hard wearing, long term option for heavy traffic areas

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed 

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 5–6 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)
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Manly
LITTER BIN

Ultra functional, the iconic Manly bin was designed 
with shopping centres front of mind. The hygienic 

stainless steel lid is easy to wipe over, the spun form 
has softened edges for safety, and the gently sloped 

chute ensures waste doesn’t accumulate on the top of 
the bin. Add non-scratching floor protectors, skirting 

for cleaning machines and a bump rail set at the 
perfect height to protect from trolleys and it’s clear 

to see why Manly has been used in shopping centres 
for decades. Manly is your set and forget solution.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 70L galvanised steel liner

FINISHES

Hood: powdercoated aluminium
Body: powdercoated, zinc primed steel with perforations
Fixed ribbon base: galvanised or powdercoated steel
Perforation designs: Morse, Speckle, Wedge or Windows
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

The unique ribbon sled base is a sturdy, durable streetscape design – resistant to 
vandalism by force, a small footprint reduces rubbish accumulating around the 
base and it’s easy to install | The galvanised liner won’t melt if lit cigarette butts 
are accidentally thrown into the bin | The perforated body not only casts funky 
shadowing and peeks through to the galvanised liner finish, it deters marker 
vandalism | Perforation designs are child safe, conforming to AS4685.1 finger 
entrapment guidelines on play equipment | The hood is hinged for easy removal 
of the liners and ensures parts stay in place, deterring theft

OPTIONS 
Customise the ribbon base to your brand colours or waste channels | Install bins 
in pairs to create general waste and recycling units | Opt to add logos into the 
perforations of your single bins for extra branding 

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 6–8 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Maroubra
LITTER BIN

The zany Maroubra is a robust streetscape bin, 
capable of handling the high demands of public 

spaces. The perforated designs not only create a 
design feature and contrast to the galvanised inner 
liner, the broken surface deters marker graffiti and 

is finger safe for children. The hinged hood prevents 
your bin filling with rain and deters scavenging 

wildlife. A unique design for memorable spaces.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 70L galvanised steel liner

FINISHES

Lid: stainless steel
Body: powdercoated, zinc primed steel finished with perforations or left plain
Freestanding base: powdercoated steel
Perforation designs: Morse, Speckle, Wedge or Windows or Plain (unperforated)
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

The square freestanding base is stable for loose use, with non-scratching glides 
to protect flooring | The perforated body not only creates funky layers and peeks 
through to the galvanised liner finish, it deters marker vandalism | Perforation 
designs are child safe, conforming to AS4685.1 finger entrapment guidelines on 
play equipment | The low profile is idea for retail locations to maintain tenancy 
sight lines 

OPTIONS 

Contrast the powdercoat of the base with the body for a fun pop of colour, or keep 
it coordinating | Install bins in pairs to create general waste and recycling units | 
Powdercoat the base and ribbon reveal in red or yellow to suit waste channels | 
Opt to add logos into the perforations of your single bins for extra branding 

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Freestanding 

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 4–6 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Maroubra 
Capsule

LITTER BIN

Create unforgettable spaces with the notorious 
Maroubra rubbish bin. The compact Capsule 
style keeps your sight lines clear, has a stable 

base for safety and glides to protect your floors. 
The perforated designs not only create a design 

feature and contrast to the galvanised inner liner, 
they are finger safe for children and curious hands.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single: 90L polyethylene liner | Double: 2x 90L polyethylene liners

FINISHES

Body: galvanised steel powdercoated
Lid: 3mm stainless steel
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner's standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

Double size has a hinged lid which folds for easy removal of the liners | Manage 
recycling by splitting your waste streams | Chutes act as limiters to signal recycling 
and save labour in sorting | Bright vinyl signage on the double bins is easily 
recognisable by customers at point of disposal | Vinyl decals can be removed and 
replaced in future for changes to waste streams

OPTIONS Customise the standard vinyl decals to your brand colours and waste channels 

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Freestanding

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 5–6 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Moreton
LITTER BIN

A no-fuss aesthetic, a bit unique to what’s 
on the market. Moreton is the perfect cost-

effective solution for indoor recycling 
bins in commercial projects. The product 

quality for the dollar value equal unbeatable 
value for a dual capacity rubbish bin.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 60L galvanised steel liner

FINISHES
Bin body: precast concrete with a velluto finish, available in white, grey and 
dark grey  
Hinging lid: stainless steel

FEATURES Lock + key for security | A hinged lid acts as a deterrent to vandalism | 
Eyebolts included as an aid for placement via adequate lifting equipment

OPTION Transparent anti-graffiti treatment to the concrete body to assist with ease 
of cleaning graffiti

WARRANTY 2 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Italy | 12–14 weeks

DELIVERY Pod weighs 400kg and will require a forklift to take delivery of palletised goods

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Pod
LITTER BIN

Designed by Metalco

It is hard to bypass the organic, sculptural surface 
of the Pod Litter Bin. Luxuriously formed from 

concrete, Pod comes with eyebolts for easy lifting 
into its forever home. Optional anti-graffiti for ease 

of maintenance in public spaces. Pod supports a 
premium brand image when clients visit your venue.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 60L galvanised steel liner

FINISHES

Bin body: powdercoated steel
Lid: aluminium
Chute: powdercoated aluminium
Powdercoat colours: select from Metalco's extensive range

FEATURES The unique form of Wave allows it to be arranged in clustered or lined up modules 
which best suit your layouts giving ultimate flexibility 

OPTIONS
Select from a standard range of Metalco powdercoats to customise your chute 
colour to your waste types | Customise the wording on the bin body and lid to suit 
your waste types 

WARRANTY 2 years

FIXING Freestanding

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Italy, 12–14 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Wave
LITTER BIN

Designed by Metalco

The Wave Bin is a true team player and likes to 
socialise in groups. Using an irregular form,  

Wave can be lined up or clustered together to 
create multi-stream recycling bin bays, in forms 

that best suit the install site. Customise the chute 
colour and signage to suit waste collection on site.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 60L galvanised steel liner

FINISHES

Bin body + hood: robust 6mm powdercoated mild steel
Side panels: oiled exotic hardwood battens
Chute: stainless steel
Powdercoat colours: select from Metalco’s extensive range

FEATURES
The side door secures with a slam lock | Galvanised steel liner prevents leakage if 
bag liners tear | The unique skillion hood which is integrated into the wrap around 
body, give Yes its elegant form | Suitable for external use

WARRANTY 2 years

FIXING Surface fixed [fixing recommended for this item]

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Italy | 12–14 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Yes
LITTER BIN

Designed by Metalco

The Yes bin is an elegant contrast of hardwood 
with a smooth metal shell. The sloped hood 
is ultra contemporary and helps shelter the 

bin from rain. A compact unit, with a tidy 
aesthetic, Yes gets the job done in style.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single, double or triple
All configurations available to suit 120L or 240L mobile garbage bins (included)

FINISHES

Body panels: v-grooved compact laminate, Vic Ash sustainable hardwood in 
bump or flute battens, Plank cradle-to-cradle certified engineered hardwood slats
Frame: black powdercoated welded steel
Tray return + fascia: black compact laminate
Internal chutes: stainless steel 
Fittings: minimal silver handles, commercial strength magnetic catches

FEATURES

Heavy duty butt hinges will keep your doors level and issue free throughout 
the life of the bin | The skirt on the body panels keeps clearance from the floor, 
preventing mop water from waterlogging and deteriorating the bin panels | 
The contact-free waste disposal via the fixed limiter panels keep hygiene and 
customer safety front of mind | Engraved enamel filled signage clearly indicates 
garbage vs recycling for sorting at point of disposal, saving time and money | 
The Airlie bin is made locally and can be customised

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 6–9 weeks

DELIVERY Due to their weight, double and triple Airlie Bins will require a forklift to receive 
delivery of goods

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Airlie
BIN & TRAY RETURN

The ultimate foodcourt bin, Airlie is the next 
generation of the classic Whitehaven Bin 

+ Tray Return. Tried and tested over many 
years, this bestseller uses all our foodcourt 
experience to deliver long lasting durability 

paired with contemporary aesthetics. Sure to 
outperform your expectations, Airlie allows 

for hygienic, contact-free waste disposal. 
Check out the beautiful new timber profiles.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single or double
All configurations available to suit 120L or 240L mobile garbage bins (included)

FINISHES

Body + tray rail + optional limiter: powdercoated, zinc primed steel
Feature panels: v-grooved compact laminate
Colours: choose from our preselected Laminex colours or custom specify your own
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

A double capacity for splitting your waste streams and managing recycling easily 
at the source | Contact-free waste disposal via the large opening or fixed limiter 
panels, keep hygiene and customer safety front of mind | Limiters are easily 
cleaned on the reverse side by opening the door | Easily understood and visible 
vinyl signage on the double bin doors for efficient waste sorting by customers | 
D handles for easy opening with commercial strength magnetic catches | Heavy 
duty butt hinges will keep your doors level and issue free throughout the life of 
the bin | Bondi is available in an outdoor litter bin, indoor capsule bin, streetscape 
wheelie bin enclosures for coordination across your entire project

OPTIONS

Opt for a round design decal | Customise your vinyl signage to represent your 
brand colours or waste management system | Opt to add the attention grabbing 
bold yellow and red powdercoats to your limiters | Bondi is locally made and 
customisable to your requirements, call us on 1300 762 702 to discuss your ideas

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 6–8 weeks

DELIVERY Due to their weight, double Bondi bins will require a forklift to receive delivery 
of goods

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Bondi
BIN & TRAY RETURN

The smooth shell of Bondi with warm 
contrasting feature panels ensures it is always 

a crowd favourite. For flexibility across 
your project, there’s an array of matching 

Bondi bins available or chat to us about 
inspiration on how clients are tailoring the 

Sydney-made Bondi for their projects.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single to suit 120L mobile garbage bins (included)
For double or triple units simply place single modules together

FINISHES
Body: v-grooved compact laminate
Colours: choose from our preselected Laminex colours or custom specify your own
Internal chute: stainless steel

FEATURES

D handles for easy opening with commercial strength magnetic catches |  
Heavy duty butt hinges will keep your doors level and issue free throughout  
the life of the bin | The compact body is non-absorbent, preventing mop water 
from waterlogging and deteriorating the bin panels | Contact-free waste disposal 
via the large opening or fixed limiter panels, keeps hygiene and customer 
safety front of mind | Engraved enamel filled signage clearly indicates garbage 
vs recycling for sorting at point of disposal, saving time and money |  
The Bowen bin is made locally and can be customised

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 3–4 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Bowen
BIN & TRAY RETURN

The simple, minimal aesthetic of Bowen nods 
to its functionality and competitive price, 

great for when you just need to get the job 
done. Best suited to use in fast food outlets, 
foodcourts and canteens, Bowen allows for 

hygienic, contact-free waste disposal keeping 
safety front of mind. Bowen is a streamlined and 

cost-effective bin perfect for everyday use.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single, double or triple, with or without cleaners cupboard
All configurations available to suit 120L or 240L mobile garbage bins (included)

FINISHES
Body panels: laminate or v-grooved compact laminate
Colours: choose from our preselected Laminex colours or custom specify your own
Frame, top and integrated chutes: 304 grade stainless steel, satin polish

FEATURES

Signage: double and triple bin modules come with standard signage of vinyl decals 
mounted to the doors | D handles for easy opening with commercial strength 
magnetic catches | Heavy duty butt hinges will keep your doors level and issue free 
throughout the life of the bin | Heavy duty stainless steel frame ensures Henley will 
stand the test of time in heavy duty environments | The Henley bin is made locally 
and can be customised

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 5–6 weeks

DELIVERY Due to their weight, double and triple Henleys will require a forklift to receive 
delivery of goods

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Henley
TOP LOADING BIN

The Henley is a low foodcourt bin ideal for spaces 
that require large volume waste capacity without 

blocking sight lines. The easy top loading waste 
disposal is hygienically contact free and ergonomic 
for cleaning staff. Tried and tested over many years, 
the Henley’s hardy stainless steel frame protects the 

bin from trolley damage and is sure to outperform 
your expectations. Available in an extensive range 
of sizes with optional cleaners storage cupboard.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single, double or triple, with or without cleaners cupboard
All configurations available to suit 120L or 240L mobile garbage bins (included)

FINISHES

Body: laminate or v-grooved compact laminate
Colours: choose from our preselected Laminex colours or custom specify your own
Flaps/frame: 304 grade stainless steel, satin polish
Tray return: lined with 5WL
Internal chutes: silver powdercoated steel

FEATURES

Signage – double and triple bin modules come with standard engraved enamel 
filled lettering on the flaps | D handles for easy opening with commercial strength 
magnetic catches | Heavy duty butt hinges will keep your doors level and issue 
free throughout the life of the bin | Heavy duty SHS steel frame ensures 
Whitehaven will stand the test of time in heavy duty environments | 
The Whitehaven bin is made locally and can be customised

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 6–8 weeks

DELIVERY Due to their weight, double and triple Whitehavens will require a forklift to receive 
delivery of goods

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Whitehaven
BIN AND TRAY RETURN

The Whitehaven Bin + Tray Return is the ultimate 
foodcourt bin. Tried and tested over many 

decades, this bestseller’s hardy stainless steel 
frame protects the bin from trolley damage 

and is sure to outperform your expectations. 
Available in an extensive range of sizes with 

optional cleaners storage cupboard.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single or double bins to suit 120L or 240L mobile garbage bins (optional inclusion)

FINISHES

Frame: stainless steel, satin
Hood: powdercoated aluminium
Feature panels: sustainable oiled hardwood slats
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

A double capacity for splitting your waste streams and managing recycling easily 
at the source | Easily understood and visible vinyl signage on the door and back 
bin panels for efficient waste sorting at point of collection | Suitable for external 
and streetscape usage | Compression lock tightens with a turn of the key and 
prevents rattling noise for peaceful streets

OPTIONS

Customise your vinyl signage to represent your brand colours or waste 
management system | Opt to add the attention grabbing bold yellow and red 
powdercoats to your hoods | Opt to add the recycling limiter hood to limit waste 
entering the recycling channel for more efficient collection | Bellerive is locally 
made and customisable to your requirements

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 5–6 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Bellerive
BIN ENCLOSURE

Say g’day to our Bellerive Bin Housing, the beautiful 
evolution of Brighton, now with solid hardwood 

cladding to all four sides. Punching above it’s weight 
in the value for money division, Bellerive won’t 

disappoint. Ideal for streetscapes, council parks, 
universities, shopping centres, and public spaces.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single or double bins to suit 120L or 240L mobile garbage bins (optional inclusion)

FINISHES

Body + chute: powdercoated, zinc primed steel
Feature panels: sustainable oiled hardwood or DuraSlat™ battens, perforated 
powdercoated steel
Perforated designs: Dash or Speckle
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

A double capacity for splitting your waste streams and managing recycling easily 
at the source | Easily understood and visible vinyl signage on the double bin doors 
for efficient waste sorting by customers | Bondi is available as an outdoor litter bin, 
indoor capsule bin and foodcourt tray return for coordination across your entire 
project | Suitable for external and streetscape usage | Compression lock tightens 
with a turn of the key and prevents rattling noise | Perforation designs are child 
safe, conforming to AS4685.1 finger entrapment guidelines on play equipment

OPTIONS

Add extra vinyl decals to the back of the bin for 360° visibility in walkways and 
open plazas | Customise your vinyl signage to represent your brand colours 
or waste management system | Bondi is locally made and customisable to your 
requirements, call us on 1300 762 702 to discuss your ideas

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 4–6 weeks

DELIVERY Due to their weight, double Bondi Bins will require a forklift to receive delivery 
of goods

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Bondi
BIN ENCLOSURE

The original Bondi wheelie bin enclosure 
was so popular it sparked an entire range of 

coordinating designs. Perfect for universities 
and streetscapes, Bondi balances form and 
function to handle your waste management 

with ease. Say goodbye to unsightly bins, 
keep your scenery beautiful with Bondi.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single or double bins to suit 120L or 240L mobile garbage bins (optional inclusion)

FINISHES

Body: powdercoated, zinc primed steel 
Feature panels: sustainable oiled hardwood or DuraSlat™ battens, v-grooved 
compact laminate, or perforated powdercoated steel
Perforated designs: Dash or Speckle 
Colours: choose from our preselected Laminex colours or custom specify your own
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

A double capacity for splitting your waste streams and managing recycling easily 
at the source | Easily understood and visible round vinyl signage on the double bin 
doors for efficient waste sorting by customers | Bondi Capsule is also available in 
an 80L litter bin size, see the Litter Bins section for more info | Ideal for covered 
indoor and outdoor high traffic locations | Compression lock tightens with a turn 
of the key and prevents rattling noise | Perforation designs are child safe, 
conforming to AS4685.1 finger entrapment guidelines on play equipment

OPTIONS

Add extra vinyl decals to the back of the bin for 360° visibility in walkways and 
open plazas | Customise your vinyl signage to represent your brand colours 
or waste management system | Bondi is locally made and customisable to your 
requirements, call us on 1300 762 702 to discuss your ideas

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 6–8 weeks

DELIVERY Due to their weight, double Bondi Bins will require a forklift to receive delivery 
of goods

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Bondi Capsule
BIN ENCLOSURE

The sought after Bondi Bin is now available in a no-
hood version with double capacity for recycling and 

splitting multi waste streams. Ideal for interior use, 
the compact profile won’t block y3our tenancy sight 

lines, and the streamlined shell leaves no spots for 
rubbish to accumulate. With its beautiful contrast 

in materials, sleek bullet form and elegantly curved 
top corners, Bondi is the perfect contemporary 

solution to commercial waste management. 
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single or double bins to suit 120L or 240L mobile garbage bins (optional inclusion)

FINISHES

Hood: powdercoated aluminium, open style or optional recycling limiter
Feature panels: perforated powdercoated steel
Perforated design: Line
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour
Frame: stainless steel, satin polished

FEATURES

A double capacity for splitting your waste streams and managing recycling easily 
at the source | Easily understood and visible vinyl signage on the door and back 
bin panels for efficient waste sorting at point of collection | Suitable for external 
and streetscape usage | Compression lock tightens with a turn of the key and 
prevents rattling noise for peaceful streets

OPTIONS

Customise your vinyl signage to represent your brand colours or waste 
management system | Opt to add the attention grabbing bold yellow and red 
powdercoats to your hoods | Opt to add the recycling limiter hood to limit waste 
entering the recycling channel for more efficient collection | Brighton is locally 
made and customisable to your requirements, if you have custom perforations 
call us on 1300 762 702 to discuss your ideas

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 3–4 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Brighton
BIN ENCLOSURE

Nicknamed ‘Wonder Bin’ for its balance of style 
and value for money, the Brighton Wheelie Bin 

Enclosure is a durable and cost effective wheelie 
bin enclosure. Ideal for streetscapes, council 

parks, universities and public spaces, Brighton 
can be customised to your project by applying 

logos, special perforations or colours. Brighton’s 
flexibility will leave you in awe.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single or double bins to suit 120L or 240L mobile garbage bins (optional inclusion)

FINISHES

Hood: powdercoated aluminium
Feature panels: perforated powdercoated steel
Perforated designs: Rain, Speckle, or Windows
Frame: stainless steel, satin polished or powdercoated
Powdercoat colours: select from Botton + Gardiner’s standard range or custom 
specify a colour

FEATURES

Double capacity splits your waste streams, managing recycling easily at the 
source | Easily understood and visible vinyl signage on double bins, both door 
and back bin panels, for efficient waste sorting at point of collection | Suitable for 
external and streetscape usage | Compression lock tightens with a turn of the key 
and prevents rattling noise for peaceful streets | Perforation designs are child safe, 
conforming to AS4685.1 finger entrapment guidelines on play equipment

OPTIONS

Customise your vinyl signage to represent your brand colours or waste 
management system | Opt to add the attention grabbing bold yellow and red 
powdercoats to your hoods | Leura is locally made and customisable to your 
requirements, if you have custom perforations call us on 1300 762 702 to discuss 
your ideas

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 4–6 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Leura
BIN HOUSING

It is hard to bypass the eye catching perforations 
of the Leura Bin as the perfect solution for waste 

collection in universities and streetscapes. 
The balance of fun and rugged functionality will 

give decades of value. Leura’s flexibility will leave 
you in wonder. Available in a wide range of 

standard options, Leura can be customised to your 
project by applying logos, special perforations or 

colours. Leura’s flexibility will leave you in wonder.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single or double bins to suit 120L or 240L mobile garbage bins (optional inclusion)

FINISHES

Skillion hood: polished or powdercoated aluminium
Lid: Polished aluminium
Feature panels: powdercoated steel, plain or perforated
Perforated designs: Wedge or Morse
Side panels: sustainable oiled hardwood or DuraSlat™

FEATURES

The polished aluminium lid won't corrode or tea stain and can be buffed back to 
new | Optional skillion hood looks great, prevents your liner filling with rainwater, 
stops dumping of large garbage bags and deters scavenging birds | Double bin 
modules come with stylish icons mounted to the doors to identify your litter and 
recycling sides | Suitable for external and streetscape usage | Compression lock 
tightens with a turn of the key and prevents rattling noise for peaceful streets | 
Perforation designs are child safe, conforming to AS4685.1 finger entrapment 
guidelines on play equipment | Maitland is locally made and customisable to 
your requirements

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 4–6 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Maitland
BIN HOUSING

The elegant Maitland Bin is perfectly designed 
for elegant streetside waste collection. It’s hard 
to bypass the sculptural lid as the polished form 

catches the eye. The dynamic design and rugged 
functionality will give decades of value, efficiency, 

and joy. The Maitland coordinates well with our 
Urban and Prospect street furniture ranges.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Single: to suit 120L or 240L mobile garbage bins (optional inclusion)
For double or triple units simply place multiple modules together

FINISHES

Hood: powdercoated aluminium in three design options: Taper, Lean or Skillion
Body panels: sustainable oiled hardwood door with powdercoated rain perforated 
steel back | DuraSlat™ door with powdercoated rain perforated steel back | 
Horizon perforated door and back in powdercoated steel | Rain perforated door 
and back in powdercoated steel
Signage: optional round vinyl decal on the door panel in general waste or recycling
Internal chute: powdercoated galvanised steel (colour will match your side and 
door panels)

FEATURES

The array of hoods, finishes and colour options makes Noosa the ultimate 
chameleon, transforming into the perfect project fit | Compression lock tightens 
with a turn of the key and prevents rattling noise for peaceful streets | Perforation 
designs are child safe, conforming to AS4685.1 finger entrapment guidelines on 
play equipment | Noosa is locally made and customisable to your requirements | 
Suitable for external and streetscape usage

OPTIONS

Opt to add the recycling or garbage limiters to your Taper or Lean hood for more 
efficient separation of waste | Opt to add the attention grabbing bold yellow  
and red powdercoats to your hoods or limiters | Customise your vinyl signage 
to represent your brand colours or waste management system

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 4–6 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (on the next page) 

 
+ HOOD DESIGNS

Noosa
BIN HOUSING

Noosa is the ultimate chameleon. Simple and 
contemporary, the no-fuss body can be dressed up 
with various funky hoods, bold limiters, textured or 

metallic powdercoats, and fun feature panels. 
Concealed hardware give Noosa it’s smooth attitude, 
and ensures it’s easy to clean down. Style that won’t 

break the bank so you can get on with your job.

SKILLION TAPER LEAN
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Noosa
BIN HOUSING

One bin with three hoods makes Noosa 
easy to transform to fit your project style. 

Grab attention at the point of disposal 
with a variety of bold visual cues to reduce 
contamination of your recycling collection.

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Double bins to suit 120L mobile garbage bins (optional inclusion)

FINISHES Hood + lid: stainless steel, satin polished
Body: Alugrain slats

FEATURES

Alugrain is a great low maintenance, wood-look option without the hassle of oiling 
| The double capacity splits your waste streams and manages recycling easily at 
the source | Easily understood and visible vinyl signage on the chutes for efficient 
waste sorting at point of collection | Compression lock tightens with a turn of the 
key and prevents rattling noise for peaceful landscapes | Torakina is an ideal large 
volume mall bin, also suitable for external use

OPTIONS

The optional taco hood looks great, prevents your liner filling with rainwater, stops 
dumping of large garbage bags and deters scavenging birds | Customise your 
vinyl signage to represent your brand colours or waste management system | 
Torakina is locally made and customisable to your requirements

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Surface fixed 

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia, 6–8 weeks

DELIVERY Due to their weight, double Torakina bins will require a forklift to receive delivery 
of goods

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Torakina
BIN ENCLOSURE

Torakina is known for its immaculate impersonation 
of realistic wood-look battens. This contemporary 

bin enclosure is constructed from Alugrain 
aluminium battens, confidently projecting the 

appearance of hardwood whilst keeping things 
super easy to maintain. The unique taco shaped 

hood mimics the form of sails, allowing rain to 
smoothly run off and supplied with gas assisted 
lid for convenient operation by staff. Torakina is 

ideal for shopping centre entrances and education 
projects where you’d like to make an impact.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 3.5L (approximately 1100 butts)

FINISHES
Lid: corrosion resistant cast aluminium, polished
Canister: stainless steel, satin
Post: galvanised steel powdercoated silver

FEATURES

Dunalley is simple and hygienic for cleaners to empty   1) Hang your bucket on the 
concealed, stainless steel hook under the canister  2) Unlock the ash receptacle 
and slide the canister upwards  3) The cigarette butts will be released to fall into 
the suspended bucket without touching any contaminants | The lid is designed to 
be a durable butting out surface for smokers, sloped to shed both water and ash | 
Two designs, wall fixed or supplied fitted to a post to suit your install location

WARRANTY 5 years

FIXING Wall fix to an existing bin or wall | Surface or sub-surface post fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Australia | 3–4 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)
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Dunalley
CIGARETTE BIN

Dunalley is a purely functional, tidy capsule and loved 
by site managers for it’s easy, contact-free emptying. 
The concealed hook and clever mechanism make an 

unpleasant task simple and hygienic. Dunalley is the ideal 
solution for cigarette butt containment in public spaces.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Small 1.5L (approximately 475 butts) | Large 2.3L (approximately 700 butts)

FINISHES

Lid: corrosion resistant stainless steel, brushed
Body: stainless steel, satin or powdercoated
Liner | internal canister: galvanised steel
Powdercoat colours: select from Metalco’s extensive range

FEATURES

The cut out smoking symbol makes the Fuma easy to identify as a butt bin | 
The bin can be emptied by unlocking the central cannister, tipping out and 
replacing | The durable stainless steel cap is designed to be a butting out surface 
for users

OPTIONS
Available in two sizes to give options for lower and higher smoking volumes | 
Classic stainless or powdercoated finishes available, go bold and visible or 
discreetly blend

WARRANTY 2 years

FIXING Wall mounted

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Italy | 12–14 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Fuma
CIGARETTE BIN

Designed by Metalco

Slender and discreet, Fuma easily attaches 
to existing walls, bins, or posts via a supplied 

bracket. The internal canister can be removed 
via a triangular key lock for emptying 

and a variety of finishes ensures Fuma is 
serviceable without being an eyesore.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY 5L (approximately 1575 butts)

FINISHES

Top and perforated butt plate: stainless steel
Frame: galvanised steel powdercoated
Powdercoat colours: select from Metalco's extensive range
Liner | internal canister: galvanised steel

FEATURES

The durable stainless steel plate is designed to be a safe butting out surface for 
users and restricts usage to only butt disposal | The cut out smoking symbol 
identifies Gene as a butt bin | The bin can be emptied by unlocking the central 
cannister, tipping out and replacing

WARRANTY 2 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Italy | 12–14 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Gene
CIGARETTE BIN

Designed by Metalco

Sleek cylindrical Gene is a great footpath divider, styled 
as a bollard it is well placed to collect cigarette butts 
prior to entry of non-smoking spaces. The symbol on 

the side ensures easy identification. Discreetly elegant 
but serving a vital role, Gene is functional and iconic.
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+ SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY Small 1.5L (approximately 475 butts) | Large 2.3L (approximately 700 butts)

FINISHES
Frame: galvanised steel powdercoated or Corten steel
Powdercoat colours: select from Metalco’s extensive range
Liner | internal canister: galvanised steel with hinged stainless steel covers

FEATURES

The durable stainless steel angled plate is designed to be a safe butting out 
surface for users | The discreet cut out smoking symbol on the angled plate 
identifies Mo as a butt bin | The bin can be emptied by unlocking the central 
cannister, tipping out and replacing

WARRANTY 2 years

FIXING Surface fixed

INDICATIVE 
LEADTIME Made in Italy | 12–14 weeks

+ DIMENSIONS (mm)

Mo
CIGARETTE BIN

Designed by Metalco

Styled as a bollard, open framed Mo is 
a great footpath divider, and well 

placed to collect cigarette butts prior 
to entry of non-smoking spaces. 

Discreetly elegant but serving a vital 
role, Mo is functionally delightful.
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